[Examination of liquid crystalline gel systems containing chlorhexidine on the structure and the drug release].
The aim of the thesis was to examine liquid crystalline gel systems as novel, locally applied drug delivery systems. For developing liquid crystalline vehicle, different ratio of Synperonic A7--water mixtures was prepared. Chlorhexidine, chlorhexidine acetate and chlorhexidine gluconate were used as model drugs. Liquid crystalline structure, drug release and drug release kinetic of the samples were studied at increasing surfactant concentration and the effect of the different drugs on the physicochemical properties of the samples and on the membrane transport was examined. For the analysis of the prepared liquid crystalline systems polarising microscopy, rheology test, differential scanning calorimetry, small-angle neutron scattering and transmission electron microscopy were carried out. The drug release and membrane transport experiments were performed by Franz type vertical diffusion cell and Sartorius Resorptionsmodell apparatus. According to our results liquid crystalline vehicles of lamellar and hexagonal structure formed by increasing the surfactant concentration. The drug release studies indicated, that the kinetic of the release strongly depend on the liquid crystalline structure, zero order release occurs from hexagonal structures and anomalous transport occurs from lamellar structures. The addition of chlorhexidine species to the systems modified the structure of the liquid crystalline system. As a results of liquid crystal-drug interaction the solubility of chlorhexidine base and its diffusion through lipophilic membranes increased in comparison with those of the chlorhexidine salts.